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CREEPING ACQUISITIONS

The BCA appreciates the opportunity to make a submission on the discussion paper
entitled Creeping Acquisitions which was released by the Assistant Treasurer and
Minister for Competition Policy and Consumer Affairs, The Hon Chris Bowen MP on
1 September 2008. The attachment contains more detail about the BCA's position.
This document follows a previous submission to the Senate Economics Committee
on the Trade Practices (Creeping Acquisitions) Amendment Bill2007 dated 25 July
2008 in which the BCA did not support the proposed amendment to the Trade
Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (TPA) in relation to creeping acquisitions.

The BCA represents the chief executives of around 100 of Australia's leading
companies. The BCA develops and advocates, on behalf of its Members, public
policy reform that seeks to position Australia as the best place to live, learn, work
and do business. Many of the BCA's Member companies will be directly affected by
the proposed options in the discussion paper.

The BCA supports appropriate and proportionate restrictions on merger activity to
promote competition, but believes that the existing legislation affords such protection
whilst ensuring that business is also provided with a regime that is workable and
certain.

The current legislation, which is underpinned by a strong policy objective, is
preferable to either of the two options proposed in the discussion paper. This is
particularly so given the risk of significant economic detriment to business
investment and expansion in Australia and ultimately the Australian economy, by the
proposal to impose such uncertain assessments of acquisitions.

Broad regulatory interventions in our competition laws, which potentially have
significant economic impacts, need to be undertaken with assessment of the wider
implications for Australia's future. The BCA is particularly concerned that the
creeping acquisitions proposals in the discussion paper directly contradict
commitments in regard to achieving significant deregulation - particularly in terms of
the principles that should guide and underpin good regulation making processes.

Business Council of Aushalia
ABN 75 008 483 216
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Lack of demonstrated problem at which proposals are a¡med
Proposed changes to existing laws should only occur where there is
identifiable problem to be addressed.

a

clearly

While the discussion paper outlines some options in relation to the government's
stated intention to act on creeping acquisitions, the options involve amendments to
the TPA without first demonstrating a problem in respect of creeping acquisitions
across the Australian economy.

At the request of the government, the

Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) conducted an inquiry into the grocery sector and in July 2008
found that there is not a current problem of creeping acquisitions in that sector.l The
BCA is disappointed that even in the face of the ACCC's findings, there is continued
commitment to amending the competition laws in relation to creeping acquisitions.
The ACCC's findings in the grocery sector demonstrate that even though there may
be a public perception that concentrated markets are being caused by 'creeping
acquisitions', independent and thorough investigation can show an entirely different
reason for concentrated markets.

Additionally, it is commonly assumed that concentrated markets are inherently
lacking in competition. This view can be erroneous, particularly where competitive
forces such as the threat of new entrants are present in the market. Accordingly, it is
essential that economic analysis of specific industry sectors are undertaken to
determine if creeping acquisitions are actually a problem in those sectors.
Amendments to TPA are not the appropriate response to specific competition
concerns in individual sectors of the economy. lndeed, in the grocery sector the
ACCC recommended action in areas such as unit pricing, leasing and planning laws
to deal with specific structural issues in that sector. Dealing with specific structural
issues, based on a thorough economic analysis of a specific sector, is a more
appropriate response than amending competition laws. This was supported by the
independent review of the competition provisions of the Trade Practices Act 1974
and their administration by the Dawson Committee tn2}O2which found that:2
....while a genuine competitive environmenf exrsfs, the preseruation of the
number of competitors in a market is more a matter for industry policy than
competition policy. A concentrated market may be highly competitive.
Whilst there may be a desire to preserue the number of competitors in a
competitive market, it will ordinarily be for policy reasons other than the
promotion of competition. Part lV of the Act is concerned with the promotion
of competition ratherthan industry policy. (emphasis added)
The desire to amend the competition laws in relation to creeping acquisitions, in the
absence of clear economic analysis to demonstrate an economy wide problem with
creeping acquisitions, is of significant concern.

ACCC, Report of the ACCC inquiry into the competitiveness of retail prices for standard
groceries, July 2008 (Grocery lnquiry Report)
Dawson Committee report, Chapter 2, Mergers
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Gonsideration of opt¡ons
All options should be considered, including non-regulatory options and a 'no action'
response.

The BCA is concerned at the apparent lack of consideration in the discussion paper
of an option for the government to take no regulatory action on creeping acquisitions
in the absence of a demonstrated problem. The discussion paper provides:
The government has sfafed its intention fo address concerns about creeping
acquisitions. ln doing so, the governmenf rs seeking public suômissions on
possiÖ/e options.3

While it is understood that an election commitment was made in relation to creeping
acquisitions, it is assumed that the commitment was to determine whether there is
currently a problem associated with creeping acquisitions. lnvestigations into
creeping acquisitions were started through the ACCC's grocery inquiry. Having
inquired and determined that there is not a current problem in the grocery market in
relation to creeping acquisitions, it would be of significant concern if the government
intended to legislate regardless of an economic issue being evidenced.

It is difficult to conclude that genuine consideration is being given to non-regulatory
alternatives including no action, although it is encouraging that the discussion paper
highlights that the issues raised 'do not necessarily reflect a settled position on the
issues by the government4 and that submissions on'any other matter related to the
issue of creeping acquisitions'are invited.s
Existing laws are adequate
It is disappointing to be revisiting competition law issues that have already been the
subject of an extensive independent review process.

A substantive review of Australia's competition laws was undertaken by the Dawson
Committee in 2002 in relation to broad ranging issues including creeping
acquisitions. That review determined that section 50 in its present form is adequate
to enable the ACCC to consider creeping acquisitions.
The ACCC's recent decision opposing the acquisition of the Karabar Supabarn by
Woolworths suggests that the existing provisions of the TPA are adequate.

Disproportionate response
Proposed reforms should achieve the purpose for which they are intended (without
creating uncertainties and additional red tape) and should not be disproportionate or
stifle ordinary and legitimate business behaviour.
There is a risk of significant economic impact by imposing uncertain or retrospective
Discussion Paper, Creeping Acquisitions, The Treasury, I September 2008, para26
Discussion Paper, Creeping Acquisitions, The Treasury, 1 September 2008, para 3
Discussion Paper, Creeping Acquisifions, The Treasury, 1 September 2008, para 36
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assessment of acquisitions over time. The imposition of a new regulatory test to
change settled law has many r¡sks associated with it including discouraging ordinary
business investment, creat¡ng incentives for companies to establish new businesses
rather than purchasing existing ones, and imposing large administrative and cost
burdens on business and the ACCC.

The BCA believes that it is inappropriate at this time to create such regulatory
uncertainty in the Australian economy, given the current stage of the global
economic cycle.

A creeping acquisitions provision with retrospective application would take

Australia's laws outside the scope

of

competition laws worldwide. This

is

of

significant concern when the Dawson Committee found in2002that:6

Competitive markets increase efficiency and productivity in the economy,
thereby enhancing the welfare of Australians. Ihis has been evident in the
contribution that more competitive markets have made to the strong
performance of the Australian economy over the past decade.

Whilst differences in circumstances may prevent the simple translation of
regulatory approaches from other jurisdictions, if is desirable that changes to
Australia's regulatory framework have regard to international developments in
policy.
Recommendation

ln light of these issues and concerns (which are discussed in greater detail in the
attachment), the BCA considers that:

o

regulatory intervention in the TPA in relation to creeping acquisitions should be
avoided until there is tangible evidence (if ever) of negative economic and social
impacts across the whole Australian economy from creeping acquisitions; and

o

consideration of non-regulatory responses should be made, ensuring that they
represent a proportionate response to a clearly articulated and evidenced
problem, are directed at the particular industry/sector as necessary and include
appropriate consideration of any independent reviews or inquiries that are
conducted in the future.

The BCA urges economic caution at this time, rather than the introduction of new
laws that create business uncertainty and unnecessary new regulation. Further work
is required on any proposals to deal with creeping acquisitions, to assess their
practical and economic impact.

I have copied this letter and submission to Lindsay Tanner MP, Dr Craig Emerson
MP, Chris Bowen MP and Su McCluskey, Executive Director of the Office of Best
Practice Regulation, for their information.

Dawson Committee report on the Review of the competition provisions of the Trade Practices
Act 1974 and their administration, Chapter 1, Overview located at
http:/Arww.tpareview.treasury.gov.au/contenUhome.asp

(Dawson Committee Report)
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Please feel free to contact Ms Leanne Edwards, Assistant Director Regulatory
Affairs, on (03) 8664 2614 or leanne.edwards@bca.com.au if you wlsh to discuss the
BCA's concerns further.

Robert Milliner
Chair- BCA Business Reform Task Force

cc

The Hon Lindsay Tanner MP
The Hon Dr Craig Emerson MP
The Hon Chris Bowen MP
Ms Su McCluskey
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ATTACHIIIENT
BUSINESS COUNCIL OF AUSTRALIA SUBMISSION
DISCUSSION PAPER

-

CREEPING ACQUISITIONS

The BCA apprec¡ates the opportunity to comment on the discussion paper entitled
Creeping Acquisitions which was released by the Assistant Treasurer and Minister
for Competition Policy and Consumer Affairs, The Hon Chris Bowen MP on 1
September 2008.
Currently, the mergers test in section 50 of
prohibits an acquisition of shares or assets
have the effect, of lessening competition
goods or services in Australia or in a State,

the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (TPA)
which has the effect, or would be likely to
substantially in a substantial market for
Territory or region of Australia.

The concept of 'creeping acquisitions' generally refers to the acquisitions of

a

number of individual assets or businesses over time that may have an effect on the
acquirer's market share, but which, individually, are unlikely to contravene the
mergers test in section 50 of the TPA. The issue of creeping acquisitions has
primarily been raised in relation to grocery sector acquisitions.
Creeping acquisitions have been the subject of debate for some time and have been
previously considered formally by, for example, the Dawson Review in 2002 and the
Senate Economics References Committee in 2008.

The discussion paper canvasses two main regulatory options for the government to
amend the TPA to address creeping acquisitions:

o

The 'aggregation model' would involve a corporation being prohibited from
making an acquisition if, when combined with acquisitions made by the
corporation within a specified period, the acquisition would be likely to
substantially lessen competition in a market. (Option

o

l)

The second model would add a new prohibition to section 50. A corporation
would be prohibited from making an acquisition if it already has a substantial
degree of power in a market, and the acquisition would result in any lessening
(as opposed to a substantial lessening) of competition in that market. (Option 2)

Consistent with commonly agreed regulation making principles, proposed changes to
existing laws should only occur where there is a clearly identifiable problem to be
addressed. Proposed reforms should achieve the purpose for which they are
intended (without creating uncertainties and additional red tape) and should not stifle
ordinary and legitimate business behaviour.

The BCA considers that adequate consideration needs to be given to these
important elements
competition laws.

of regulation making in relation to proposals to amend

the
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Consistent with the need to focus on key regulation making processes, the BCA
details its concerns with the creeping acquisitions proposals below, highlighting the
following issues:

1

No clear problem has been identified

2

The response is disproportionate to the problem

(a) Option 1 and retrospectivity
(b) Option 2 and 'lessening competition'test
(c) Economic burdens
(d) lnternational competitiveness

3

Existing provisions are adequate

(a)'Substantial lessening of competition' test
(b) Section 50(3) factors
(c) ACCC's recent decisions

4

Specific issues of uncertainty
(a) Time frame

(b) Scope
(c) Remedy

5

Non-regulatory alternatives
(a) Voluntary charter

(b) lndustry sector investigations

The BCA comments in this submission are of a high-level nature given the lack of
detail on the options in the discussion paper.

lf the government decides to act on creeping acquisitions, then further consultation
should be undertaken in relation to the specifics of any proposal, particularly to
undertake economic analysis and determine whether it would work from a practical
perspective.
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No clear problem has been identified

The BCA is concerned that the proposed options in the discussion paper have not
been adequately justified. New regulatory proposals should not be brought fon¡vard
unless there is a clear problem at which the regulatory intervention is aimed.

Much has been made of the perception of concentrated markets (such as the
grocery industry) that something needs to be done to dealwith creeping acquisitions.
However, the ACCC conducted an inquiry into the grocery sector. The findings of the

ACCC d¡d not support the public perception that creeping acquisitions were
responsible for competitive problems in that industry. The ACCC grocery price
review stated:1

The ACCC does not consider that acquisitions by Coles and Woolwotths of
smaller competitors over time are a significant current concern in the grocery
retail sector. Most of the new growth by Coles and Woolworths in recent
years has not come from acquisitions of independent supermarkets. Of all
new store openings by Coles and Woolworths for the past two years, only 10
per cent have involved acquiring or leasing a site which was previously
operating as an independent supermarket. However, that figure has been
significantly higherfor ce¡tain periods in the past.

Although such acquisifircns do not appear to be a significant cunent concern
in the supermarket retail sector, the ACCC maintains tfs supporf for the
introduction of a creeping acquisition law. The ACCC consrders that the
supermarket industry, because of the particular structural features of the
market, is one where creeping acquisitions are a potential area of concern.
Accordingly, the ACCC's findings in relation to creeping acquisitions do not justify a
legislative response to creeping acquisitions in the TPA, for the following reasons:

o

The ACCC's review provided no current evidence of significant problems
associated with creeping acquisitions in relation to the grocery sector.
Regulation should only be imposed where there is a clear problem to be
addressed.

o

The ACCC appears to support amendments to the competition laws, to correct a
hypothetical problem that does not appear to have yet occurred in the grocery
sector. lf there is a clear and evidenced problem, regulation should be directed
specifically at that problem rather than overreaching the issue at hand. A

creeping acquisitions provision, may not even achieve the correct results. A
problem that arises in the future, may require a different response than an
amendment to the TPA.

o

The ACCC suggests that there are 'particular structural features' of the grocery
market which may give rise to creeping acquisitions problems in the future.
However, those structural problems identified are being dealt with by the
government through other means such as addressing concerns relating to

rGrocery lnquiry Report, Overview, p. xxi
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leasing, planning laws and un¡t pricing. Time must be g¡ven for these initiatives to
work, and for the perceived structural problems to be removed. lf, there is some
type of market failure in the future, then consideration of the most effective
response to that specific market failure is required.

The ACCC's findings in the grocery review do not give the government a mandate to
amend the TPA for creeping acquisitions. The competition laws apply to all
companies across the Australian economy not just the grocery sector. There has not
been an investigation into all the different markets across the Australian economy to
justify a creeping acquisitions intervention using competition laws. lf the policy
intention underpinning the proposed amendments is to address concerns with a
specific sector or type of conduct, then action should be taken by regulators to either
administer the current law or, to explain those problems publicly, allowing that sector
to address the problem without the need for regulatory intervention.

The Senate Economics Committee conducted an inquiry into the Trade Practices
(Creeping Acquisitions) Amendment Bill2007 which was introduced into the Senate
by Senator Fielding on 20 September 2007. Whilst the Senate Economics
Committee found in their report of August 2008 that the impact of 'creeping
acquisition' on competition was valid, and that section 50 of the TPA is insufficient to
address the problem adequately, the BCA respectfully submits that there was not
enough economic evidence provided and that the Committee's findings were
therefore not compelling.

The Senate Economics Committee stated that Supermarkets, liquor stores and
chitdcare centres are often cited as examples of industries where dominant players
have emerged from a seres of small acquisitions'. There can be many reasons that
a market changes over time, creating different markets and different sized
businesses. There needs to be a thorough investigation into the different sectors and
why consolidation might be occurring before a conclusion can be reached that so
called 'creeping acquisitions' are the determinant of a changing market or
environment. Consolidation in a sector is not of itself evidence that there is a
substantial lessening of competition in a market.
For example, the ACCC's investigations found that:
The ACCC has not been able to identify any supermarket acquisifions in the

tast five years where the result would have been different had the ACCC
been able to take into account other acquisitions in the same market. This
suggesfs that the cumulative effect of a seræs of acquisitions of independent
supermarkefs ... has not been a significant contributor to any competition
problems in the supermarket sector in recent years.'

The Senate Economics Committee commented that the ACCC's findings were

'surprising fo some'. This is an example of how'public perception' and 'media hype'
can translate into concern about issues like so-called 'creeping acquisitions', in the
absence of actual creeping acquisitions being a current problem. After an extensive
and exhaustive review of the grocery sector, the ACCC found that'such acquisitions
do not appear to be a significant cunent concern in the supermarket retailsecfor'. lf
Grocery lnquiry Report, p.427
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then, there is no current prob¡em in the sector which is mosf frequentlyß identified as
being problemat¡c in relation to creeping acquis¡t¡ons, then far more investigation is
needed to understand whether there are actually competitive problems in other
sectors.

The Dawson Committee were strongly of the view that caution should be taken to
amend the competition laws because of perceived concentration in individual
markets. The Dawson Committee found:a

...the Commiftee has noted pressure for additional regulation in sorne
secfors, particularly úåose where structural change has resulted in a high
degree of concentration in the relevant markets. The airline industry rb one
example and the grocery industry is another. Proposa/s to modify the
regulatory framework for these secfors include the introduction of stronger
general rules, including an effects tesf fo establish the misuse of market
power, or the introduction of regulation which is specific to the pafticular
industry.
The Committee does not favour the introduction of competition measures
specifically directed to particular industries to respond to perceived
shortcomings in the relevant markets. Often the complaint when analysed is
not about reduced competition but about the structure of the market which
competition has produced. Concentrated markets can be highly competitive,
It may be posslb/e to object to the structure of such markets for reasons of
policy (the disappearance of the corner store, for example) but not on the
grounds of tack of competitiveness. Of course, concentrated markets should
attract scrutiny to ensure the competition is maintained, but the purpose of
the competition provisions of the Act is to promote and protect the
competitive process rather than to protect individual competitors. The
competition provisions should not be seen as a device to achieve social
outcomes unrelated to the encouragement of competition...Nor should the
competition provisions seek the preseruation of particular busrnesses or of a
particular c/ass of business that is unable to withstand competitive forces or
may failfor other reasons.
2 The response is disproportionate to the problem

Legislative intervention should only be applied where the legislation will achieve the
objectives.

The options in the discussion paper risk creating considerable uncertainty and
economic burden for business as well as the merger process, while potentially
distorting investment decisions in the market.
Accordingly, the options in the discussion paper potentially involve a number of risks
without achieving the objective of facilitating better competitive outcomes.

Senator Fielding's dissenting report in the Senate Economics Committee's report on the
inquiry into the Trade Practices (Crceping Acquisdions) Amendment Bill 2007l2OO8l, p. 17
Dawson Committee report, Chapter 1, Overview
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2(a) Option 1 and retrospectivity

Option 1 would both permit a Court, or the ACCC, to 'look back' to any or all
acquis¡tions occurring over a previous (as yet unspecified) period of time to
determine if any or all of the previous acquisitions would together substantially
lessen competition.

Any competition law that has 'retrospective' application raises

a

number of

conceptual and evidentiary difficulties.

It is unclear how a forward looking test should also be applied to 'look back'. How
can the change to the market over a past period, influence the decision about what
should be altowed to happen in the future? This appears to be 'tying the hands' of
businesses that have been involved in a consolidation of a market, regardless of the

reasons for such consolidation. lt is difficult to understand with any degree of
certainty how an assessment of prior acquisitions can be used to determine whether
the current acquisition substantially lessens competition.
Additionally, how can an accurate determination of the influence of past acquisitions
on the market be gleaned when:

o

market boundaries may have changed and new markets may have developed;
and

o

the structure and functioning of markets may have changed over time.

For example, how can businesses assess what the market would have looked like if
they had not made a small acquisition a number of years ago? lt would be difficult to
determine whether that small business would have been able to continue as a viable
business, or whether it may have been bought by another company or may have
gone out of business.
Additionally, there may be a 'fire sale' of a chain of stores. A remaining company
may purchase some of those stores being sold in the 'fire sale'. The market may
become more consolidated due to the fire sale, however, it may be preferable to
allow the fire sale to take place than to prevent existing owners from realising value
for their assets. This occurred in relation to the sale of the Franklins chain of
supermarket stores (which was cleared by the ACCC). ln that instance there was
significant concern regarding the loss of employment that would have occurred if all
stores were not acquired. However, a consolidation of a market due to various
prevent the remaining
competitive circumstances should not be used
supermarkets who acquired those assets from continuing to grow and compete in
the market into the future. A situation such as a consolidation in a market under the
Franklins stores example, would most likely pose a risk for future acquisitions under
both Options 1 and 2.

to
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2(b) Option 2 and'lessenrng competition' test

The BCA has significant concerns with Option 2. The proposal appears to prohibit
companies with a substant¡al degree of market power in any industry from ever
making an acquisition which would lessen competition something short of
'substantially'.

This would effectively discourage large companies in concentrated markets from
making any acquisitions of existing businesses, as it is likely that an acquisition of a
company will'lessen competition'.
Option 2 risks stifling the ability of large businesses to continue to compete in a
legitimate way. Additionally, Option 2 is likely to encourage large businesses to
establish new businesses instead of making acquisitions of existing businesses. This
merely distorts the efficient operation of the market in terms of the most efficient use
of scarce resources.
The test of substantial lessening of competition is one that should not be changed in
haste, as it has been a well established benchmark and has been able to be
demonstrated in practical situations. lndeed, the ACCC is of the view that:s
'While there is no specific reference to'local market' in the Act, the ACCC
has always considered such markets are capable of being 'substantial'
markets, as required by s.50'.
Changing the test introduces a new threshold into the TPA which is out of step with

the existing provisions of Part lV. A clearly articulated policy position to justify

changing the nature of Australia's competition thresholds would need to be made out
before such a significant structural change to competition laws is made.

2(c) Economic burdens

A retrospective assessment such as that proposed in Option t has the potential to
impose a considerable cost burden on business, and potentially reduce investment
in Australia. For example:

o

Business will have to factor into each acquisition, the 'risk' possibility of
retrospective assessment of each acquisition over a given time period. This will
raise the cost of investment because this 'risk'will be factored into transactions.

o

The cost (and difficulty) to business of providing the ACCC with information on
the impact of a proposed acquisition, as well as transactions that have occurred
in the previous years, will increase.

.

The time spent investigating previous acquisitions over the past specified period
is likely to increase the pressure on businesses and the ACCC's resources. This
may also delay transactions (even those which previously would have been

s

Grocery lnquiry Report, p.426
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uncontentious) and this has the potential to adversely ¡mpact commercial time
frames (for example, in the context of public takeover bids).

A creeping acquisitions provision in our competition laws is likely to increase burdens
for business and the mergers process (including regulators and courts). Both opt¡ons
involve a lowering of the threshold of the type of mergers which could be captured by
the new provisions. Lower thresholds would mean that businesses would feel
compelled to lodge an increased number of clearance notifications which could result
in an administrative problem. A 'backlog' of merger approvals was experienced in
1977 in the context of mergers being assessed against a market dominance test,
rather than the test of substantial lessening of competition. When the substantial
lessening of competition test was introduced, tne 'backlog'was also reduced.6
Under the existing provisions the ACCC approves a majority of merger applications.
ln the 2007t2008 financial year, the ACCC received 391 merger review applications.
Of these applications 91% [356] were unopposed or resolved through the
acceptance of undertakingsT. Therefore, a creeping acquisitions provision is likely to
increase administrative burdens through many additional merger applications with
little net benefit.

2(d) lnternatÍonal competitiveness

The economic impacts of a creeping acquisitions amendment to the TPA, may
impact the ability for domestic companies to expand and grow. They may also act as
a deterrent to overseas investors who view expansion in Australia as prohibitive,
uncertain or risky from a regulatory perspective.

Recognising the importance of domestic policy settings for Australia's international
competitiveness and prosperity, the recently released Mortimer review suggested an
'international competitiveness' assessment could be undertaken for significant
legislative proposals.
There are no retrospective'creeping acquisitions' provisions in the competition laws
of any of Australia's main competitor countries. ln addition, other regulators like the
United Kingdom Office of Fair Trading which operates under a similar merger test to
ours, has not experienced significant difficulty in preventing individual acquisitions in
the supermarket or other industries which lessen competition substantially.

The Dawson Committee noted that international comparisons can be valuable
because of the perspective they provide in assessing the utility of existing laws and
proposals for change in Australia. Additionally, the lnternational Competition Network
(lCN) sets out certain recommended practices for merger control. Recommended
Practice Xlll.B - Review of Merger Control Provisions stated that'Jurisdictions
shoutd consider reforms to their merger control laws and procedures that promote
convergence towards recognised best practices' and in particular:

Comment 1: Convergence of merger control regimes towards recognised
best practices will promote international competition, efficiency, and the
elimination of unnecessary transacffon cosfs in the multi-jurisdictional merger
6
7

Dawson Committee report, Chapter 2, Mergers
lnformation obtained from the 2007l2OOg ACCC ACCCount publications published quarterly on
the ACCC website
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review process. Jurisdictions s/rourd therefore seek fo enact reforms of their
merger control laws and procedures that promote convergence towards
recogn¡sed best practices.

The introduction of a creeping acquisitions law in Australia therefore introduces new
provisions which take domestic competition laws outside the scope of laws around
the world.
3 Existing provisions are adequate
The existing provisions of the TPA are adequate.
While the BCA supports a regime that adequately balances the needs and interests
of small and large businesses, there is no evidence that the existing law does not do
this. This was confirmed by the Dawson Committee in its review of Australia's
competition laws which found that:8
....the Committee is of the view that section 50 in its present form is adequate
to enable the ACCC to consider creeping acquisitions rn so far as they raise
quesfibns of competition. They are refened to in the merger guidelines.
Nothing before the committee suggesfs that the ACCC is not presently aware
of acquisitions that raise competition concerns under section 50.
3(a) Søöstantial lessening of competition' test

There is little detail in the discussion paper about the reasons that the regulators
have concerns with demonstrating a 'substantial lessening of competition' for small
acquisitions.

The options proposed in the discussion paper are intended to overcome a situation
if you compare the acquisition to the market immediately prior to the
acquisition there may not be a substantial lessening of competition, but if you
compare that acquisition to the market over a period of years then the conclusion
may be that there has been a substantial lessening of competition. The ACCC's

where

repôrt on grocery prices noted:e

While s.50 of the Act applies to individual acquisitions, the application to
potential 'creeping acquisition'rssues is more problematic. The ACCC takes
the view that, while it can assess under s.50 the competitive rssues
associafed with an individual acquisition. s.50 is unlikely to allow it to
examine the cumulative impact of a series of acquisitions of smaller
competitors over time that individually do not raise competition rssues.
The ACCC has agreed that'where a single acquisition has significant competitive
implications in a local retail area, it can be assessed under section 50'.'" This has
been borne out in case law.
Whilst there has been little judicial consideration of what constitutes a 'substantial
I
9
10

Dawson Committee report, Chapter 2, Mergers
Grocery lnquiry Report, p.427
Grocery lnquiry Report, p.425
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lessening of competition' in a merger context, in Australian_Gas Light Company v
Austratiãn Competition & Consumer Commission (No. 3)" French J held that
'substantially' means something 'commercially meaningful or relevant to the
competitive process'.

& Consumer
Limited2
also supports
Commission v Liquorland (Austratia) Pty Ltd and Wootworths
the view that in a retail context a geographic market may be as narrow as local areas
constituted by a circle of competition of 2km - 5km around the store in question.
The decision of the Federal Court

in

Australian Competition

Therefore, if a 'substantial lessening of competition' can be found, when:

.
o

an acquisition has a 'commercially meaningful'effect on the relevant market, and
a market can be as narrow as an area of approximately 2km- Skm,

then there is no clear reason why section 50 could not be used to assess the
acquisition of a single store or individual asset.

Accordingly, section 50 already provides a substantial degree of flexibility for the
Courts and the ACCC to focus on the circumstances of, and market dynamics
surrounding, an individual acquisition.

The ACCC's Merger Guidelines 1999 and Draft Merger Guidelines 2008 provide
scope for the ACCC to consider creeping acquisitions. The Merger Guidelines
contemplate the ACCC assessing creeping acquisitions:13

A fu¡ther relevant consideration is the extent of the increase in concentration.
ln many situations the acquisition of a small market player, resulting in a
small increase in concentration, will have liftle effect on competition.
However, in some insfances a small increase in concentration may involve
the removal of a market participant which played a significant role in
maintaining a competitive market, e.g. by undermining attempts to coordinate
market conduct. ln other circumstances a small acquisition may form part of a
pattern of creeping acquisitions, which have a significant cumulative effect on
competition.

The Draft Merger Guidelines allow the ACCC to consider any unilateral or
coordinated effects that may arise as a result of the acquisition.'"

3(b) SectÍon 50(3) factors
When determining whether an acquisition would have the effect of substantially
lessening competition, a Court and the ACCC must have regard to the list of factors
set out in subsection 50(3) of the TPA. These factors allow sufficient flexibility to
examine each proposed acquisition thoroughly.

'11

12

13
14

(2003) 137 FCR, p.417
[2006] FCA 826
Merger Guidelines 1999, at 44-45
See pages 20-30 of the ACCC Draft Merger Guidelines 2008
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For example, section 50(3Xh) requires the consideration of:
the likelihood that the acquisition would result in the removalfrom the market
of a vigorous and effective competitor.

Accordingly, if a corporation were to seek to acquire a firm with a relatively small
market share, subsection 50(3Xh) means that the ACCC, or a Court, must consider
whether the target is a vigorous competitor and the merger would result in the
removal of such a competitor. The ACCC's Merger Guidelines 1999" also state that
consideration of the actual conduct of the target firm pre-merger and likely future
conduct with and without the merger is needed. The inclusion of this factor as a
matter to which the Court and the ACCC must have regard, represents a mechanism
by which section 50 may consider a series of creeping acquisitions.

Similarly, subsection 50(3Xg) which refers to 'the dynamic characteristics of the
market, including grovvth, innovation and product differentiafion'is sufficiently broad
in scope to permit a Court or the ACCC to consider issues such as creeping
acquisitions.

3(c) ACCC's recent decísions

The ACCC recently opposed the acquisition of the Karabar Supabarn

by

Woolworths. This decision demonstrates that the ACCC was (and is) able to rely on
section 50 in its current form to prohibit small acquisitions of individual shares or
assets where it considers that such acquisitions will substantially lessen competition.
ln the Statement of lssues for that acquisition the ACCC stated that:

the proposed acquisition is likely to constitufe a suóstantial lessening of
competition in the relevant local supermarket market when compared with the
tikety situation without the acquisition.l6

Further, the ACCC's Public Competition Assessment on 19 October 2005 in relation

to Woolworths' Proposed Acquisition of 22 Action Stores and Development sites,
provides significant detail as to the process the ACCC undertook to assess the
proposed acquisition and is another example of the ACCC considering small markets
in making its assessments on these issues.

4. Specific issues of uncertainty

4(a) Timeframe

The insertion of a retrospective assessment into our competition laws

poses
significant costs and risks to the Australian economy (discussed in detail previously).

However, should such a retrospective test be imposed, the BCA is strongly of the
view that a shorter time period of two years, consistent with the ACCC Merger
Guidelines, is preferable to that of six years originally suggested by Senator Fielding
t5

l6

Paragraph 5.138 - 5.147

ACCC Statement

of

lssues- Woolworths Limited- proposed acquisition

of the Karabar

Supabarn supermarket, 4 June 2008
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in the Trade Practices (Creeping Acquisitions) Amendment Bill 2007 ol September
2007.
The six year "window" proposed in Senator Fielding's bill appears arbitrary and is not
supported by overseas experience. For example, under the European Union Merger
Regulation,lT a series of transactions in securities which occur 'within a reasonably
shoñ period of timeÁB are treated as a single transaction.

Should a real need for reform to address 'creeping acquisitions' arise, any reform
package should focus on economic realities and the impact on business and risk,
rather than imposing an arbitrary criteria or time frame, particularly one as long as six
years where the market can change considerably for very many reasons.

4(b) Scope
The discussion paper doesn't include detailed discussion about the size or nature of
the acquisition that the proposed amendments are aimed at.
Current suggestions by the ACCC in relation to the grocery industry indicate that an
acquisition of a lease or development right, irrespective of size or nature, will require
ACCC review.re
lf this approach were to be applied more broadly, the creeping acquisitions proposals
could potentially have an extremely wide application. Further consideration and
consultation is required on this issue.

4(c) Remedy

The proposed options may also create considerable regulatory

uncertainty,

particularly if the remedy applicable under Option 1 would not just app¡y to any
proposed new acquisition, but also to past acquisitions.

It is unclear from the discussion paper whether divestiture is contemplated as part of
the remedy for a creeping acquisitions provision. The BCA does not support a
divestiture remedy as part of a creeping acquisitions proposal. The BCA in its
submission to the Dawson review, quoted the then chairman of the ACCC who said
before the Joint Select Committee on the Retailing Sector on the issue of a wideranging divestiture power:2o

17

18

l9

Council Regulation (EC) No '13912004 of 20 January 2004 on the control of concentrations
between undertakings Recital 20
Council Regulation (EC) No 13912004 of 20 January 2004 on the control of concentrations
between undertakings Recital 20
Grocery lnquiry Report, p. xxi: Ihe inquiry has, however, ¡evealed a misconception about the
ACCC's role and the scope of s. 50. lt appearc that some industry pafticipants believe that the
ACCC can only analyse transactions where there is an acquisition of an existing supermafuet
business. Ihis is inconect. The ACCC considers fhaf /eases of sifeg acquisitions of /eases
cunently held by other pañies, and acquisitions of srTes that are cunently emp$ or used for
other puryoses, can all be considered acquisitions of assefs under s. 50 or be assessed under
other prcvisions in Paú lV of the Act.
BCA Submission to the Dawson Committee, 9 July 2002, p. 113 citing Joint Select Committee
on the Retailing Sector, Hansard, Parliament of Australia, Canberra, 30 August 1999, 13 July
1999, at 1167
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,s very inteNentionist. lt would represent a cons¡derable stepping up of
the Trade Practices Act if you had a full-blooded, full-scale divestiture law
introduced where the commrssion and/or anyone else could simply go to
court and argue that an industry should be broken up or even that there
should be a divestiture because of unlavvful behaviour.
...,T

5 Non

- regulatory

alternatives

The BCA is disappointed there are no non-regulatory options in the discussion
paper, including a'no response' option.
The BCA maintains that evidence of a current market failure has not been shown to
in relation to creeping
acquisitions. Nevertheless, if the government is wedded to responding to this issue,
non-regulatory alternatives are available for consideration.

justify regulatory or other intervention economy-wide

Whilst the BCA reserves its judgement on, or support for, any of the options
discussed below, they are put forward in this submission to show that there are other
alternatives other than amending the TPA that should be the subject of future
consultation.
5(a) Voluntary charter

The BCA understands that the grocery sector already has in place a voluntary
Chafter for the Acquisition of lndependent Supermarkets which was introduced in
July 2005. Under that charter, Metcash, Woolworths and Coles are not able to limit
the ability of independent supermarket retailers to seek alternative purchasers for
their stores.

The BCA understands that some small businesses have expressed concern with the
operation of the voluntary charter in the grocery sector. ln contrast, the ACCC found
that it has not been able to identify any supermarket acquisitions in the last five years
where the result would have been different had the ACCC been able to take into
account other acquisitions in the same market.
The government should therefore undertake consultation to determine a voluntary
charter that may work from a practical perspective that could be applied to other
industry sectors.

Consultation would also be needed on whether a voluntary notification regime is
preferable to a mandatory regime. The Dawson Committee examined a number of
proposals for dealing with creeping acquisitions, including the declaration of highly
concentrated industries by the government and compulsory notification of
acquisitions in declared industries. They determined that compulsory notifications
may not be workable because:21
Compulsory notification might result in larger participants establishing new
facilities rather than acquiring existing businesses, possibly to the detriment
of those wanting to sell their businesses.
Dawson Committee report, Chapter 2, Mergers
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ln addition, problems may be associated with treating different sectors with a
different competition approách. The Dawson Committee found:22
Differing regulatory treatment of different secfors of the economy will provide
differing incentives for investment and effort by discouraging pafticipation in
particular secfors and will detract from the ability of markets to allocate
resources in an efficient manner. Productivity, growth and welfare may then
allsuffer.
5(b) lndustry sector i nvestigations

An independent body such as the Productivity Commission could be given powers to
carry out broader sectoral investigations, similar to the power enjoyed by the UK
Competition Commission to investigate markets when it appears that competition
might be distorted or restricted. Any such review could result in recommendations for
the government to consider any specific issues in particular sectors.

The BCA considers that further consultation would be needed to ensure that the
framework and independence related to investigatory powers are appropriate. For
example, the grocery price inquiry imposed considerable costs on the participants.
Therefore, sufficient thresholds would be needed to justify investigations of such
magnitude into other sectors.
6 Conclusion

There appears to be no justification for amending the TPA in relation to creeping
acquisitions, which would apply across the whole economy. Amendments to the TPA
that have uncertain or retrospective application are likely to impose considerable
uncertainty and risk on business expansion and investment in Australia, reducing the
incentive for investment in Australia and potentially reducing the competitiveness of
our economy.

Accordingly, the BCA does not support either of the proposed options in the
discussion paper. ln light of the issues and concerns the BCA considers that:

.

regulatory intervention in the TPA in relation to creeping acquisitions should be
avoided until (if ever) there is tangible evidence of negative impacts from
creeping acquisitions across the whole economy; and

.

consideration of non-regulatory responses should be given, ensuring that they
represent a proportionate response to a clearly articulated and evidenced
problem, are directed at the particular industry/sector as necessary and include
appropriate consideration of any independent reviews or inquiries that are
conducted in the future.

Dawson Committee report, Chapter 1, Overview

